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Middle East Report

by Thierry Lalevee

Death of a murderer?

Freemasonic networks in Palestine

around the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem,

Reports that Abu Nidal is dead will do little to change the
mercenary business popularly known as international terrorism.
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services-, but remained intact as assets

E ven among those who offered him
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mercenary is evident in his shifts from

shed any tears at the news that inter

June," created in 1976 in Iraq, was

Abu Nidal, reportedly died around

ily for their invasion of Lebanon. Lat

Tripoli, few can be expected to have
national terrorist Sabri al Banna, a.k.a.

Oct. 20 of heart disease. News of his
death is still shrouded in mystery, and
may be just a ploy.
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"Black
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with the Soviet Union against the
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Abu Nidal was a product of the

Nazi International. It was out of the
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According to Iraqi sources, his re
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help from such as Abu Nidal says a lot

on what fundamentally has to change
in the Middle East if peace is ever to

As news of his death spread, anon

jointly by the Syrians and then Israeli

nounced that the "struggle will contin

had already plotted a partition of Le

will have as much affect on interna

the Argov assassination to "retaliate"

alter-ego, Waddi Haddad, in an East

Neither Syria's Assad nor Sharon

which claimed responsibility for the

The reason is simple. Contrary to

ward with such revelations. The mur

that year in which 113 pasengers died.

ymous followers in Damascus an

ue." Evidently, the death of Abu Nidal
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the mythology of international terror

ism, the Abu Nidals of the world, far
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Hidden behind mystery and my

thology, the real story of the creation

have to watch Abu Nidal's heirs
• The "Arab Revolutionary Bri
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That Abu Nidal was nothing but a

International

Nor do we know many details. How

September 1982, Abu Nidal's family

had extensive connections to the early

• The associates of Abu Nizer,

two man recently sold himself to Ir
an's Khomeini regime.
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